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Help the child sound out these new words before reading this book.

New Words

Kim kids up yet
lot but grins

Sight Words

baby do
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Kim is a baby.
Kim naps.
The kids see Baby Kim.



Mat sees Baby Kim.
“Can Kim sit up?”
“No. Kim can not sit up yet.”



Sis sees baby Kim.
“Can the baby spin and hop?”
“No. Kim can not spin and hop yet.”



The twins see Baby Kim.
“Can Kim hit the pins?”
“No. Kim can not hit the pins yet.”



Bud sees Baby Kim.
“Can the baby get in the mud?”
“No. Kim can not get in the mud.”



Cole sees Baby Kim.
“Can Kim hug Pup?”
“No. Kim can not hug Pup.”



The kids see Baby Kim.
“Kim can not do a lot,
but Baby Kim is fun.”



Baby Kim grins.
“Baby Kim is fun!
Kim is the best baby!”



Ask these questions after reading the book.

• Who comes to visit Kim?

• What can Kim do?

• Why do the kids still like Kim?
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